
The Cyber Security Platform that helps 
you to save money & stay secure.

To make cyber security from being hyper 
technical to being ultra simple and super easy to 
understand and manage because we believe that 
your security matters.

Attack 
Automation

Intelligent 
Defense

Compliance 
Mapping

How Does Zeron Benefit You?
Providing the best version of cybersecurity for scalable architectures and company assets 
in a compact, easily deployable, and user friendly form factor with the power of AI.

Know Your Revenue Loses 
Owing to Cyber Threats

Know the Probability of Data 
Breach in your organisations

Know How Much Compliant 
You are.

Know you are above or below 
average, the security score of 
the organisations belonging to 
your sector and your tier.
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Want to see a demo? Visit www.zeron.one for more details
For any queries feel free to enquire at info@zeron.one #yoursecuritymatters



Key 
Integrations

OEM’S

MDM Logs

Edge Devices

Cloud Security

DLP Tools

Network

3rd Party Integrations

IoT

Mails

Deployment  
Methodologies

SaaS
If Cost is your priority

On - Premise
If Privacy is your priority

Hybrid
If you want to have an 

optimum solution

Supported OS

WINDOWS

MAC OS

Key Features

Security Incidents and Events Managements 

Real Time Threat Monitoring & Analysis 

File Integrity Monitoring  

Security Recommendations & Remediations 

Security Orchestration and Automated Response

Security Assessment [Attack Module]

Moving into a detailed representation of Security with respect to detailed 
audit listed points of: 

• Top Mitre Att&ck Tactics: Giving a detailed description of the Mitre Att&ck 
vectors used by adversaries for intent of penetration and exploit 

• Threat Evolution: Categorizing threats as per endpoints in a timeline to 
locate active timings of probable attacks 

• Top Attack Hotspots: Identifying top attack endpoints identified by 
specific IDs 

•  Integrity Monitoring: Generalized overview of Integrity of system and 
Data to the system

Security Overview [Defense Module]

Complete security scanning 
options for your IPs and websites 
with the inbuilt tools generating 
completes ports, maps, network 
and other endpoint details 
generated to a displayable PDF or 
HTML report to provide 
confidence of security and 
stronger documents to audit 
security positioning and 
prioritization of security entities.

Compliances [Compliance Module]

Providing the list of controls 
of compliance frameworks 
with detailed requirements 
for the endpoints specified 
on the dashboard as per 
events of probable 
compromise of assets.

Want to see a demo? Visit www.zeron.one for more details
For any queries feel free to enquire at info@zeron.one #yoursecuritymatters


